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 merchant is opened before you reach lvl 11 enter Map :) it´s easy :) View full comment What are you going to get? A free tank,
a free squishy, and a free glass cannon. Now don't get me wrong, I've played with this before and it was very good on the new
map but you will get very bored very fast. Stay away from this. Its really easy to die in it. Free tank is much better than little
dmg. not 100% dmg free, dont know how much, but tanky. Kinda soft dmg, very tanky, get some hp, and dont go nowhere.
Also, get good armor and defense. Free squishy is kinda weak, but I would say buffed up is better than not. Right now it get

pretty low hp and lots of sp. You can get ranged attack from tree and just quickly fly away. Not as fast as warrior or rogue, but
still good. Free glass cannon is stronger than little dmg, but also less survivable. If you have a bad auto attack (for example little
AoE or not as much as tank or squishy) you will die. Usually you need to try to spread fire and damage with combo. You might
want to get just healer and buffed up since this is a squishy. (As of day 19/04/2013 i have 20,230) (As of day 19/04/2013 i have
20,232) So easy and boring but works, I get about 45-50k hp and about 8% crit of my life in it. The mana matrix build always

worked the best for me and I think it's because of the great mana pool and life regeneration/buildup for each of your classes and
just a good mana and life base. There is a much easier mana matrix build (and better) but you have to have a merc first. It's just

a bunch of tanks and a Merc that builds mana matrix. I can confirm that it works. Also works on your own map (the 1st one)
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and not on the new one. Ranged assassin/mage/warrior works the best as they deal with ranged or aoe damage better than the
mage or warrior. Guardian and Guardiana works best when you have a fast healer/support such as ele/feral/goth/chr. Sent
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